CloudJumper Converts Aging IT Systems to the Cloud. Five Years Later, Concrete Supply Has Never Looked Back.

After Concrete Supply updated its internal End User Computing Environment twice in five years, the Company chose to move to CloudJumper and the cloud, because they worried that their environment was vulnerable to hacking.

SITUATION
• Internal EUC environment was supported by aging technology
• Company executives were worried they might be hacked
• Their antiquated environment began costing the Company too much time and money

SOLUTIONS
• CloudJumper migrated their entire EUC Environment to the Cloud Workspace®

RESULTS
• No downtime or connectivity issues since it was deployed
• No lost data or any data integrity issues
• IT resources redeployed toward strategic IT projects
• Peace of mind that they have a trusted IT partner

INDUSTRY
• Ready-Mixed Concrete Products and Services

COMPANY SIZE
• 572 Million in Annual Revenue

APPS DEPLOYED
• Microsoft Office Standard
• Sage Abra
• BASPay Enhanced General Ledger Interface

I don’t participate in many success stories I am doing this for CloudJumper because they have been ‘as advertised’ - which is unheard of in the tech field. In terms of getting things up to speed on time or responding to any updates, they are always ready to assist. They have been a true partner.

Chip Wildman, Director of HR & Safety
Concrete Supply Co.
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